In this study, we conducted comparative transcriptome analysis between homozygous dominant 2 parent and heterozygous F 1 hybrid with homozygous recessive parent in qualitative trait study of 3 common wheat (Triticum aestivum L.). Two sets of near-isogenic lines (NILs) were used: one set of 4 NILs carrying powdery mildew resistance and susceptible Pm2 alleles, the other set of NILs carrying 5 different awn inhibition gene B1 alleles. The results demonstrated that 2,932 DEGs were identified 6 between L031 (Pm2Pm2) and Chancellor (pm2pm2), while 1,494 DEGs presented between F 1 hybrid 7 (Pm2pm2) and Chancellor, the co-regulated DEGs were 1,028. For the wheat awn inhibition gene B1 8 test, 720 DEGs were identified between SN051-2 (B1B1) and SN051-1 (b1b1), and 231 DEGs were 9 identified between F 1 hybrid (B1b1) and SN051-1, the co-regulated DEGs were 180. Hierarchical 1 7 Keywords 1 8
1 0 clustering analysis of co-regulated DEGs showed that dominant parent and F 1 hybrid were clustered 1 1 as the nearest neighbors, while recessive parent showed an apparent departure. The results showed 1 2 that the overlapping DEGs between dominant parent and F 1 hybrid with recessive parent reduced the 1 3 number of interested DEGs to only one-quarter (or one-third) of that between dominant and recessive 1 4 parent, these overlapping loci could provide insights into molecular mechanisms that are affected by 1 5 causal mutations. spikes from ten plants were hand-dissected when they developed into the anther connective tissue 1 2 formation phase, while the awn primordia at the distal end of the lemma began to elongate in the 1 3 awned genotypes. The young spike samples of SN051-1, SN051-2, and the hybrid were collected, 1 4 immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen, and then stored at −80 °C until use.
1 5 RNA isolation and library preparation for sequencing 1 6 Total RNA was extracted using the RNAsimple total RNA kit according to the manufacturer's 1 7 instructions (Tiangen, Beijing, China). The quantity and quality of the extracted RNA were verified 1 8 by gel electrophoresis and spectrophotometry. Oligo(dT) -coated magnetic beads were used to 1 9 enrich the mRNA, which was then broken into fragments using fragmentation buffer. Using these 2 0 cleaved mRNA fragments as templates, first-and second-strand cDNAs were synthesized. The 2 1 double-stranded cDNA was further purified using the QiaQuick PCR extraction kit (Qiagen, Hilden, 2 2 Germany), resolved for final reparation and poly (A) addition, and then connected using different 1 sequencing adapters. The expressed sequence tag (EST) libraries were constructed by PCR 2 amplification after checking the quality by agarose gel electrophoresis and sequencing using an To obtain clean reads, raw reads such as reads with adaptors, reads in which unknown bases 6 represented more than 5% of the total bases, and low-quality reads (percentage of low-quality bases 7 with a quality value ≤ 5 was more than 50% of a read) were removed. The clean reads were then 8 assembled de novo into longer contigs based on their overlap regions using the Trinity platform.
9
Different contigs from another transcript and their distance were further recognized by mapping 1 0 clean reads back to the corresponding contigs based on their paired-end information, and thus, the 1 1 sequences of the transcripts were determined. These were defined as unigenes. All of the unique 1 2 sequences were annotated using BLASTX against the NCBI non-nucleotide (Nt) sequence database, To evaluate the depth of coverage, all of the usable reads were realigned to each unitranscripts using control method was used to identify the threshold of the P-value in multiple tests to compute the 1 significance of differences in transcript abundance. In the present analysis, only unitranscripts with 2 an absolute log 2 ratio ≥ 1 and an FDR significance score < 0.01 were used for subsequent analyses. PCR reaction conditions were: denaturation at 95 °C for 5 min followed by 40 cycles of 95 °C for 10 1 2 s, annealing at the appropriate temperature (from 57 to 61 °C) for 30 s, extension at 72℃ for 30 s, data were analyzed using iQ5 software version 1.0 (Bio-RAD, USA). The threshold cycle (Ct) values percentage of aligned reads mapping to unigenes in the library was generally approximately 80%, 1 1 which indicated an acceptable quality of the aligned reads.
2
The gene expression levels were measured as reads per kilobase per million reads (RPKM), and 1 3 putative DEGs were identified using a false discovery rate (FDR) of less than 0.01 and a fold change 1 4
greater than 2. The box plots of the relative log RPKM values for each RNA-seq library showed little 1 5 distributional differences among the three libraries ( Fig. 1A) . As shown in Figure 1B , comparison of between resistant (L031 and the F1) and susceptible genotypes (Chancellor). Four hundred and 1 seventy-seven DEGs showed relatively higher transcript levels in resistant seedlings than susceptible 2 seedlings, while 551 DEGs showed the opposite expression pattern (Fig. 1B) .
3 GO enrichment analysis were conducted in order to determine the functions of the DEGs, these 4 DEGs were categorized into 49 functional groups in the three main categories, "cellular components 5 (CC) '', "molecular functions (MF) " and "biological processes (BP) " ( Figure 1C ). The term "cell", 6 "organelle" and "cell part" were significantly enriched in the CC category, term "catalytic activity" 7 and "binding" were significantly enriched in the MF category, term "metabolic process" and 8 "cellular process" were significantly enriched in the BP category. GO analysis also showed DEG 9 numbers enriched in most terms predicted between F 1 and Chancellor were reduced to only 1/2 or 1 0 2/3 of that between L031 and Chancellor, while term "macromolecular complex" in CC and term 1 1 "structural molecule activity" did not (Fig. 1C ).
Hierarchical clustering analysis of 1028 co-regulated DEGs in Chancellor, L031 and the F 1 hybrid 1 3 was performed (Fig. 1D ). L031 and F 1 hybrid were clustered as the nearest neighbors as anticipated, 1 4
while Chancellor showed an apparent departure. Cluster analysis of the RPKM data showed that the 1 5 differentially co-expressed DEGs could be grouped into seven clusters; clusters D and F were 1 6 enriched with transcripts that showed large fold changes in expression between resistant and 1 7 recessive genotypes.
8
Eight transcripts, which encoding the LRR family of receptor serine/threonine-protein kinases and real-time PCR (qRT-PCR) analyses (Fig. 2) . The RPKM values of these transcripts were much lower 2 1 (some were 0) in Chancellor, hence these genes may be responsible for perception of fungal invasion 2 2 and activation of down-steam signaling cascades to induce defense responses. qRT-PCR analyses 1 showed that the expression patterns of seven genes were highly consistent with the RNA-Seq data, 2 suggesting that our transcriptome analysis was accurate and reliable. similar to the profiles obtained in the Pm2 test (Fig. 3A) . A total of 720 and 231 DEGs were down-regulated genes, respectively (Fig. 3B) . The overlap analysis between 'Al vs. An' and 'F 1 vs.
An' identified 180 DEGs (account for 0.36% of annotated unigenes) that showed constant differential 1 9
expression (134 up-and 46 down-regulated) (Fig. 3B ), representing only one-quarter of the DEGs 2 0
between dominant and recessive parent. were categorized into 36 functional groups in CC, MF and BP categories. The term "cell", 1 "organelle" and "cell part" in the CC category, term "catalytic activity" and "binding" in the MF 2 category, and term "metabolic process" and "cellular process" in the BP category were also 3 significantly enriched ( Figure 3C ). DEG numbers between F 1 and SN051-1 enriched in most terms 4 were significantly down-regulated than that between SN051-2 and SN051-1.
5
Hierarchical cluster analysis showed that dominant parent SN051-2 and F 1 hybrid tended to cluster 6 together as expected, which revealed similar overall gene expression profiles between them (Fig. 3D) . were selected for quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR) analyses (Fig. 4) . Results showed gene 1 3 expression trend of these DEGs were also highly consistent with to RNA-Seq data. Although differences in expression between wild-type and mutant isolates can help to answer DEGs have been identified between near-isogenic lines (Zhou et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2014) . Some ). An increase in the sequencing depth and numbers of samples would decrease 1 these biases to some extent (McIntyre et al., 2011; Rapaport et al., 2013) .
2
In the qualitative Mendelian traits study, F 1 hybrid exhibits the same phenotype as the dominant 3 parent, the gene expression profiles of the causal genes and the affected downstream genes between 4 the F 1 hybrid and its dominant parent would be similar. In that means, the DEGs presented between 5 the F 1 hybrid and the recessive parent could be very useful and more accurate for identifying 6 important DEGs. In this study, according to all of the DEGs statistics for the 4 pairwise comparisons 7 in the two treatments, we found that the DEG numbers between the F 1 and recessive parent was 8 clearly less than that between the dominant and recessive parent. Using the DEGs that overlapped 9 between the homozygous dominant parent and heterozygous F 1 hybrid with the homozygous 1 0 recessive parent condensed the interested DEGs to 1/3 or 1/4 of DEGs between the dominant and 1 1 recessive parent.
This finding indicated that we could compare the F 1 generation with the susceptible parent to reduce 1 3 the number of false positive genes and improve the veracity of the experiment. In other words, 1 4 although this approach does not provide a direct identification of the 'Trigger' gene of interest, it 1 5
brings us closer to the answer.
6
Previous studies proved that differential gene expression in F 1 hybrid and its parents may be very 1 7
complex. For example, F 1 hybrid could accumulate levels of transcript equal to the mid-parent 1 8
(additivity), the high or low parent (high or low parent dominance), above the high parent 
